And so here we are, virtually at the end of the formal part of your training...

Not quite the end of the lessons because there is more very relevant stuff to come yet.

But, right now, I know you must be thinking, "Is that it? I don't feel like a trader, you haven't taught me to trade."

And you would be right. And that's because no one person can teach another person to trade. What can be done, which I trust I have achieved, is to show you 'how to trade.'

What the lessons so far have done, is to not only show you ‘how to trade’ - they have also helped you to appreciate many of the finer points of financial-planning for forex, how the money works, how important it is to trade SAFELY and much more.

That understanding is a crucial element because you need to know that the prize is worth the effort when the demo-trading which follows, gets tough.

And it WILL get tough Folks. Please make no mistake. You are going to feel frustrated, then despondent, depressed and a failure. Even reading this makes me feel depressed myself...

So why do I write it for you? Because I know in advance, that's what's going to happen, until you start to see light at the end of the tunnel.

How do I know? I know because every single one of us - Pat, me, Rhonda and every member of our trading community, had to go through this crap.

Hopefully, my admonishments will sink in and you'll shortcut it ;-)

But - it will be tough - and that's why I repeat, proper knowledge of just how brilliant forex can be is essential. It helps to keep you going when you are up against it, you'll remember that the prize is worth the battle.

So, first Folks, let's finish with your education in compounding. There is one more 10 minute video that I want you to watch.

I am going to recap with some video links, just in case you want to refresh first, without trawling back through the lessons to find the earlier videos.

This stuff is worth immersing yourself in so that you have a lasting and REAL understanding of where you could go with this.

Honestly - few people outside of our group have this understanding and level of knowledge, so it is worth spending time to recap;-)
In Lesson 10, we saw 2 videos that demonstrated how to compound 3 pips a day, 4 days a week into a 319% return on investment in one year. Amazing stuff I hope you'll agree.

Here are the 2 videos, I have to say that it's well-worth watching them again…

Video 1: www.forex4training.com/course/v5/comp1of2.mp4

Video 2: www.forex4training.com/course/v5/comp2of2.mp4

And in another video I showed you that if you HALVED the 12 pips a week to just 6 pips a week, even if you started with just £1,000 - given a 3 year or a 5 year plan - you could STILL change your life completely.

Now - I want to show you another plan, but one of a different kind. I want to take that 5 year plan and HALF it to two and a half years to present you with a completely different story.

And for this plan, we'll go back to 3 pips a day, 4 days a week…

Click here: www.forex4training.com/course/v5/comp3.mp4

Finally on this subject - no one-plan is better than any other. What the four videos demonstrate is that there really is something here for everyone. And that’s both remarkable and unique in money-making capabilities.

And please remember, no plan is written in stone. Supposing you had a simple plan to be earning $2,500 a month from forex in a year’s time. But when you got there you were only earning $2,000 a month. Would that be failure? I don’t think so.

We all have to change our plans from time to time.

Now - I do have a few things to remind you about.

They were emphasized and repeated during the course, but I know very well that they need repeating again and again.

That’s because your life’s conditioning, your instincts and the fact that you are human, will work away at you to make you think you know better than I have told you - and that you ought to do things the way you have been brought up believing, that you’ll do better if you do it 'your own way.'

Please don’t let this happen to you. It will destroy your prospects.

Ok - let’s finish up…
If we go back for a moment to our forum…

In six months (of part-time) trading, Pat’s accumulated ROI went from 88.58% to 215.88%. That’s a return on investment of 127.3% over the six months.

As we recently discussed at one of our open meetings, 100% of those trades were on the original and first post-announcement strategy which was detailed in Lesson 17 ‘Trading On The Way Out.’

And over and above that fact, at least 90% of the trades documented over the period, were taken on the very first 10 minute candle after an announcement.

Nobody else concentrated their effort like Pat did, and nobody had ever equalled that kind of strictly focused on one candle method before.

Now let me say, every trade was submitted to me at the time and published for all to see in the bulletin. These figures, this trading record, cannot be denied.

Remembering also that Pat’s time at the computer throughout this period was minimal - absolutely minimal. She came in 10 minutes before an announcement and left, 10 minutes after.

It follows therefore that if ever there was a strategy and a method to follow and emulate - this is the one.

I tell you this because, as you embark on the journey of all journeys after this course, I suggest that this is the strategy (and the candle) that you should be expecting most from in the beginning.

However - I have to include in this advice, the very successful results we have seen so much of from pre’ announcement trading and I have to include this in my advice to you. Both the prior and the 1st candle yield great pips.

Don’t look for ‘special’ movement. The truth is NOT to go out there and try get pips in the beginning. In the beginning I don’t care about pips, I DO care very much that you follow the system and forget about pips until later.

It’s against every natural inclination I know - but that IS my message to you.
Finally - you do NOT try and get pips by ‘judging’ the move. You simply use the process and the system. That means you only concentrate on three things.

1. Is it moving well?
2. Do I have Correlation?
   and if I have both…
3. Entering the trade?
   *(Knowing & thinking, ‘if it’s not moving forward - I exit in a FLASH’).*

If you only did this and forgot all about pips - you’d be positive at month-end nine times out of ten.

And always, but especially when trading the first candle after the announcement, we do not enter during the 2 minutes of the candle.

And we don’t enter in the last 2 minutes of a candle. We use the middle 6 minutes.

**Unless it’s “going like a train” - in which case we enter in a flash…**

When you look at Pat’s results in the forum *(and you should)* - 90% of all of those trades were taken on the first candle of the announcement. Unless it was going like a train, she ALWAYS waited for that crucial 2 minutes before entering…

Now Folks - these are the most important tips for success.

1. **Understand WHY** you DO NOT need big pips because of the power of compounding. Compare what a bank pays per YEAR with what even a poor performance can pay you per WEEK with this system. You MUST try and remember that.

2. **Do NOT** try and “read the market,” “anticipate” what you “think” will happen or “read tea-leaves.” ALL you have to do is FOLLOW THE SYSTEM.

3. **Almost ALL** of Pat’s trades were in the first 10 minute candle. Folks - if it moved well - and she had correlation - she traded.

Now it’s time to go and start making mistakes. EVERYONE gets negative trades for many weeks. Be prepared for it. You aren’t special or different. You ARE going to get negative trades for weeks to come. Don’t fight it…

Your job now is to set-up your charts as Lesson 14 sets out, and go and **do it.**

At first this is going to be a scary for you - but this IS a case, where practice makes perfect ;-)  

I can’t tell you how much I look forward to getting your first reports.